
Brainstorming Toolkit

Talkin’ Local Food 
with University Health Network

You will need
A task leader (see side)

A brainstorming facilitator (see side)

30min for Challenge #1+#2 or #1+#3

A team of 3 to 8 people
A stack of Post-its (or scrap paper) and a pen per person

Sufficient wall space to display your ideas (or a large sheet of paper)

A computer/smart phone/tablet connected to uhn.crowdicity.com

Warm up: Challenge #1 
What are your soothing foods when sick or injured? 

Facilitator reads brainstorming rules.
Round table: team introduce themselves and share their soothing foods.

Write soothing foods on a post-it note and hang on to the wall.

If time: discuss cultural background/personal story behind their choice

Facilitator shares 3-4 ideas from the website: 
how might we build on the idea? 
Team discusses ideas, writes them on post-it notes 
 and hangs on to the wall.

Team chooses an area of focus (eg. cross-collaboration, 
communication or event, research protocol, ...) 
Team discusses ideas, writes them on post-it notes 
 and hangs on to the wall.
 

1. AVOID JUDGEMENT 
2. ENCOURAGE WILD IDEAS 
3. BUILD ON THE IDEAS OF OTHERS 
4. STAY ON TOPIC 
5. ONE CONVERSATION AT A TIME 
6. GO FOR QUANTITY

Calls the meeting, book location 
and invite attendees. 
Gathers supplies
Keeps track of who will post which 
idea at uhn.crowdicity.com
Reminds people to post their idea 
or sends picture/notes to 
adeline.cohen@uhn.ca. 

option 1: 
expand on 
ideas

option 2:
start your 
own ideas

Brainstorming

RULES

Leader’s
ROLE

Facilitator’s 

ROLE
Prepares the meeting by visiting 
uhn.crowdicity.com
Picks 3-4 ideas to share with the 
group or relevant idea themes
Reviews brainstorming rules 
with attendees
Writes challenges big and 
clearly
Starts the clock!
Makes sure everyone has the 
opportunity to speak

Facilitator either posts ideas during the session or coordinates future post of ideas (see side)

Brought to you by UHN Energy & Environmentuhn.crowdicity.com

Share your ideas at uhn.crowdicity.com

Challenge #2 
How might we change the 
way sta� think about food
in patient care?

Coordinate posting of ideas

Challenge #3 
How might we use local food 
to generate revenue?

or

10min

17min

3min


